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History of Slavery  

(found poem) 

Black 
English 

Name Standard English Meaning  

He 
workin'. 

Simple progressive He is working [currently]. 

He be 
workin'. 

Habitual/continuative 
aspect 

He works frequently or habitually. Better illustrated 
with "He be workin' Tuesdays." 

He stay 
workin'. 

Intensified 
continuative 

He is always working. 

He been 
workin'. 

Perfect progressive He has been working. 

He been 
had dat 
job. 

Remote phase  He has had that job for a long time and still has it. 

He done 
worked. 

Emphasized perfective 
He has worked. Syntactically, "He worked" is valid, 
but "done" is used to emphasize the completed 
nature of the action.[31] 

He finna 
go to 
work. 

Immediate future 

He is about to go to work. Finna is a contraction of 
"fixing to"; though is also believed to show residual 
influence of late 16th century archaism "would fain 
(to)", that persisted until later in some rural dialects 
spoken in the Carolinas (near the Gullah region). 
"Fittin' to" is commonly thought to be another form 
of the original "fixin' (fixing) to", and it is also heard 
as fitna, fidna, fixna, fin'to, and finsta.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_English
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/African_American_Vernacular_English#cite_note-30
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gullah
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Hoard: A Lament 

abundance, accumulation, agglomeration, aggregation, amassment, backlog, cache, collection, conglomeration, cumulation, fund, garner, heap, inventory, mass, nest egg, 
pile, reserve, reservoir, riches, stock, store, supply, treasure, treasure-trove, trove, wealth,acquire, amass, buy up, cache, collect, deposit, garner, gather, hide, keep, lay away, 
lay up, pile up, put aside for rainy day, put by, save, scrimp, sock away, squirrel, stash, stockpile, store, stow away, treasure,accrue, acquire, add to, agglomerate, aggregate, 
amalgamate, assemble, bring together, cache, clean up, collect, collocate, compile, concentrate, cumulate, draw together, expand, gain, gather, grow, heap, heap together, 
hoard, incorporate, increase, load up, lump*, make a bundle, make a killing, mass, pile up, pile*, procure, profit, rack up, roll up, round up, scare up, stack up, stockpile, store, 
store up, swell, unite,aggregate, assemble, clean up, collect, compile, corral*, garner, heap*, hoard, lay up, make a killing, make a pile, pile, round up, scare up, stockpile, 
store,excess, hoard, inventory, quantity, reserve(s), reservoir, resources, stock, stockpile, store,coffer, countinghouse, credit union, depository, exchequer, fund, hoard, 
investment firm, repository, reserve, reservoir, safe, savings, stock, stockpile, store, storehouse, thrift, treasury, trust,company,vault,coffer, countinghouse, credit union, 
depository, exchequer, fund, hoard, investment firm, repository, reserve, reservoir, safe, savings, stock, stockpile, store, storehouse, thrift, treasury, trust company, 
vault,amass, deposit, heap, hill, hoard, invest, lay aside, lay away, mass, mound, pile, put by, salt away, save, sock away, speculate, squirrel, stash,accumulation, assets, 
drop, drop joint, drop-off, fund, hideout, hiding place, hoard, kitty, nest egg, plant, repository, reserve, shade, stake, stash, stockpile, store, storehouse, supplies, treasure, 
treasury, wealth,aggregate, amass, array, assemble, cluster, compile, congregate, congress, convene, converge, convoke, corral, flock, flock together, gather, get hold of, 
group, heap, hoard, muster, rally, rendezvous, round up, save, scare up, stockpile,accumulating, acquiring, acquisition, agglomeration, amassing, amassment, anthology, 
assemblage, assembling, assembly, assortment, batch, bringing together, caboodle, clump, cluster, collation, combination, company, compilation, congeries, congregation, 
convocation, crowd, cumulation, digest, gathering, heap, hoard, kit, levy, lot, mass, medley, mess, miscellany, mobilization, muster, number, obtaining, omnibus, pile, 
quantity, securing, selection, set, stack, stock, stockpile, store,accumulate, agglomerate, aggregate, amass, assemble, bunch, center, centralize, cluster, coalesce, collect, 
combine, compact, compress, congest, conglomerate, congregate, consolidate, constrict, contract, converge, cramp, crowd, draw together, eliminate, embody, focalize, focus, 
forgather, garner, get to the meat, heap, heap up, hoard, huddle, integrate, intensify, localize, mass, muster, narrow, pile, reduce, salt away, store, strengthen, swarm, unify, 
zero in,agglomeration, aggregate, aggregation, amassment, assortment, collection, combination, combo, composite, cumulation, everything but the kitchen sink, hoard, 
hodge-podge, mass, medley, miscellany, mishmash, mixed bag, trove,cut back, cut down on, go easy on, hoard, keep, maintain, nurse, preserve, safeguard, scrimp, skimp, 
sock away, squirrel, squirrel away, stash, steward, store up, support, sustain, take care of,usesparingly,accumulate, amass, bank, collect, commit, deliver, ditch, drop, 
entrust, garner, give in trust, hoard, install, invest, keep, lay, lay away, park, place, plant*, plop, plunk down, plunk, precipitate, put aside, put by, repose, rest, salt away, 
save, settle, sit down, sock away, squirrel away, stash, stock up, store, stow, transfer, treasure,armamentarium, capital, endowment, foundation, hoard, inventory, kitty, 
mine, pool*, reservoir, source, stock, store, storehouse, supply, treasury, trust, vein,amass, assemble, cull, cumulate, deposit, extract, gather, glean, harvest, hive, hoard, lay 
in, lay up, pick up, put by, reap, reserve, roll up, save, stockpile, store, stow away, treasure,accumulate, aggregate, amass, assemble, associate, bunch up, capture, choose, 
close with, cluster, collect, concentrate, congregate, convene, converge, corral, crowd, cull, draw, draw in, flock, forgather, gang up, garner, get together, group, hang 
around, hang out*, heap, herd, hoard, huddle, make the scene, marshal, mass, meet, muster, pick, pile up, pluck, poke*, pour in, punch*, rally, reunite, round up, scare up, 
scrape together, show up, stack up, stockpile, swarm, throng, unite,accumulate, acquire, amass, bin, cache, collect, crop, cull, cut, garner, gather, get, glean, harrow, hoard, 
mow, pick, pile up, plow, pluck, reap, squirrel, stash, store, stow, strip, take in,a lot, abundance, agglomeration, aggregation, amassment, assemblage, bank, batch, bulk, 
bunch, bundle, cargo, clump, cluster, collection, concentration, congeries, deposit, fullness, gathering, gobs, great deal, harvest, haul, hill, hoard, jumble, load, lot, lots, lump, 
mass, million, mint, mound, mountain, much, ocean, oodles*, plenty, pot, profusion, quantity, scad, stack, stock, stockpile, store, sum, thousand, ton, total, trillion, volume, 
whole,accumulate, add, arrange, augment, bank, bunch, concentrate, deposit, dump, fill, fill up, gather, group, hoard, increase, load, lump, mass, mound, pack, stack, 
stockpile, store, swell,account, backlog, catalogue, file, fund, hoard, index, itemization, record, register, reserve, reservoir, roll, roster, schedule, stock book, stockpile, store, 
summary, supply, table, tabulation,accumulate, amass, build up, bury, conserve, cumulate, garner, hide, hoard, keep, lay in, preserve, put away, roll up, salt away, save, 
spare, store up, treasure,abundance, bed, bonanza, ditch, excavation, field, fount, fountain, fund, gold mine, hoard, lode, pit, quarry, reserve, shaft, source, spring, stock, 
store, treasure trove, treasury, trench, vein, wealth, well, wellspring,access, accomplish, achieve, annex, attain, beg borrow or steal, capture, chalk up, collect, come by, 
compass, cop, corral, drum up, earn, effect, fetch, gain, gather, get at, get hold of, get one's hands on, glean, gobble up, grab, have, hoard, inherit, invade, lay up, make use of, 
nab, occupy, pick up, pocket, procure, purchase, reach, realize, reap, receive, recover, retrieve, salvage, save, score, scrape together, scrape up, secure, seize, snag, take, 
wangle, win,accumulation, aggregate, aggregation, amassment, assemblage, assortment, bank, barrel, buildup, chunk, conglomeration, drift, gob, great deal, hill, hoard, 
hunk, jumble, lump, mass, mound, mountain, much, ocean, oodles*, pack, peck, pyramid, quantity, shock, stack, stockpile,accumulate, amass, assemble, bank, bunch, collect, 
crowd, crush, fill, flock, heap, hill, hoard, jam, load, mass, mound, rush, stack, store,ace in hole, assets, backlog, cache, capital, drop, emergency fund, fund, hoard, insurance, 
inventory, nest egg, plant, provisions, rainy day fund, reservoir, resources, savings, stash, stock, stockpile, store, wealth,conserve, defer, delay, duck*, have, hoard, hold, keep 
back, keep out, lay up, maintain, plant, possess, postpone, preserve, put away, put by, put off, retain, save, set aside, squirrel, squirrel away, stash, stockpile, store, store up, 
stow away, withhold,ability, appliance, artifice, assets, capability, capital, cleverness, contraption, contrivance, course, creation, device, expedient, fortune, hoard, ingenuity, 
initiative, inventiveness, makeshift, means, measure, method, mode, nest egg, property, quick-wittedness, recourse, refuge, relief, reserve, resourcefulness, riches, shift, 
source, step, stock, stockpile, store, stratagem, substance, substitute, support, surrogate, system, talent, way, wealth, worth,accumulate, amass, bank, cache, hide, hoard, 
invest, lay aside, lay away, put away, put by, put in the bank, save for rainy day, set aside, spare, stash, stockpile,amass, be frugal, be thrifty, cache, collect, conserve, cut 
corners, deposit, feather nest, gather, hide away, hoard, hold, keep, lay aside, lay away, maintain, make ends meet, manage, pile up, pinch pennies, put by, reserve, retrench, 
roll back, salt away, save for rainy day, scrimp, skimp, sock away, spare, squirrel, stash, stockpile, store, stow away, tighten belt, treasure,accumulation, ace in hole, cache, 
fund, funds, gleanings, harvest, hoard, investment, kitty, mattress full, means, money in the bank, nest egg, property, provision, provisions, rainy day fund, reserve, reserves, 
resources, riches, sock, stake, stockpile, store,assemblage, bank, bundle, cock, drift, heap, hill, hoard, load, mass, mound, mountain, pack, pyramid, sheaf,accumulation, 
array, articles, assets, assortment, backlog, cache, choice, commodities, fund, goods, hoard, inventory, nest egg, pharmacopoeia, produce, range, reserve, reservoir, selection, 
stockpile, store, supply, variety, wares,accumulate, amass, carry, deal in, equip, fill, furnish, gather, handle, have, hoard, keep, keep on hand, lay in, provide, provision, put 
away, reserve, save, sell, stockpile, store, stow away, trade in,accumulate, amass, build up, gather, hoard, keep on hand, put away, reserve, save, squirrel away, stash, stock 
up, store, stow away,abundance, accumulation, backlog, cache, fount, fountain, fund, hoard, inventory, lode, lot, mine, nest egg, plenty, plethora, provision, quantity, reserve, 
reservoir, savings, spring, stock, stockpile, treasure, wares, wealth, well,accumulate, amass, bank, bin, bottle, bury, cache, can, cumulate, deposit, freeze, garner, hide, hive, 
hoard, hutch, keep, keep in reserve, lay away, lay up, lock away, lock up, mothball, pack, pack away, park, plant, put, put away, put by, put in storage, reserve, roll up, salt 
away, save, save for rainy day, sock away, squirrel, stash, stock, stockpile, treasure, victual, warehouse,accumulation, amount, backlog, cache, fund, hoard, inventory, 
number, quantity, reservoir, source, stock, stockpile, store, surplus,abundance, apple of one's eye, cache, capital, cash, catch*, darling, find, fortune, funds, gem, gold, hoard, 
jewel, money, nest egg, nonpareil, paragon, pearl, pile*, plum, pride and joy, prize, reserve, riches, richness, store, treasure trove, valuable, wealth,Fort Knox, archive, bank, 
bursar, bursary, cache, chest, coffer, damper, depository, exchange, exchequer, gallery, hoard, museum, register, repository, safe, storage, store, storehouse, strongbox, 
treasure house, vault,abundance, affluence, assets, belongings, bounty, cache, capital, cash, clover, commodities, copiousness, cornucopia, dough, estate, fortune, funds, gold, 
goods, hoard, holdings, lap of luxury, long green, lucre, luxuriance, luxury, means, opulence, pelf, plenitude, plenty, possessions, profusion, property, prosperity, 
prosperousness, revenue, riches, richness, security, stocks and bonds, store, substance, substantiality, treasure, velvet*, worth,accumulate, amass, assemble, collect, garner, 
gather, harvest, hoard, pack away, put away, reap, sock away, stock up, store,accrue, amass, collect, garner, gather, hive, hoard, pile up, roll up, store up,a lot*, abundance, 
agglomeration, aggregation, amassment, assemblage, bank, batch, bulk, bunch, bundle, cargo, clump, cluster, collection, concentration, congeries, deposit, fullness, 
gathering, gobs, great deal, harvest, haul, hill, hoard, jumble, load, lot, lots, lump, mass, million, mint, mound, mountain*, much, multiplicity, ocean, oodles*, plenty, pot, 
profusion, quantity, ream, scad, stack, stock, stockpile, store, sum, thousand, ton, total*, trillion, volume, whole,a lot*, abundance, agglomeration, aggregation, amassment, 
assemblage, bank, batch, bulk, bunch, bundle, cargo, clump, cluster, collection, concentration, congeries, deposit, fullness, gathering, gobs, great deal, harvest, haul, hill, 
hoard, jillion, jumble, load, lot, lots, lump, mass, mint, mound, mountain*, much, multiplicity, ocean, oodles*, plenty, pot, profusion, quantity, ream, scad, stack, stock, 
stockpile, store, sum, thousand, ton, total*, trillion, volume, whole,a lot*, abundance, agglomeration, aggregation, amassment, assemblage, bank, batch, bulk, bunch, bundle, 
cargo, clump, cluster, collection, concentration, congeries, deposit, fullness, gathering, gobs, great deal, harvest, haul, hill, hoard, jillion, jumble, load, lot, lots, lump, mass, 
million, mint, mound, mountain*, much, ocean, oodles*, plenty, pot, profusion, quantity, ream, scad, stack, stock, stockpile, store, sum, thousand, ton, total*, trillion, volume, 
whole,a lot*, abundance, agglomeration, aggregation, amassment, assemblage, bank, batch, bulk, bunch, bundle, cargo, clump, cluster, collection, concentration, congeries, 
deposit, fullness, gathering, gobs, great deal, harvest, haul, hill, hoard, jillion, jumble, load, lot, lots, lump, mass, million, mint, mound, mountain*, much, multiplicity, ocean, 
oodles*, plenty, pot, profusion, quantity, ream, scad, stack, stock, stockpile, store, sum, thousand, ton, total*, trillion, volume, whole,a lot*, abundance, agglomeration, 
aggregation, amassment, assemblage, bank, batch, bulk, bunch, bundle, cargo, clump, cluster, collection, concentration, congeries, deposit, fullness, gathering, gobs, great 
deal, harvest, haul, hill, hoard, jillion, jumble, load, lot, lots, lump, mass, million, mint, mound, mountain*, much, multiplicity, ocean, oodles*, plenty, pot, profusion, quantity, 
scad, stack, stock, stockpile, store, sum, thousand, ton, total*, trillion, volume, whole,ability, appliance, artifice, assets, capability, capital, cleverness, contraption, 
contrivance, course, creation, device, expedient, fortune, hoard, ingenuity, initiative, inventiveness, makeshift, means, measure, method, mode, nest egg, property, quick-
wittedness, recourse, refuge, relief, reserve, riches, shift, source, step, stock, stockpile, store, stratagem, substance, substitute, support, surrogate, system, talent, way, wealth, 
wherewithal, worth,a lot*, abundance, agglomeration, aggregation, amassment, assemblage, bank, batch, bulk, bunch, bundle, cargo, clump, cluster, collection, 
concentration, congeries, deposit, fullness, gathering, gobs, great deal, harvest, haul, hill, hoard, jillion, jumble, load, lot, lots, lump, mass, million, mint, mound, mountain*, 
much, multiplicity, ocean, oodles*, plenty, pot, profusion, quantity, ream, stack, stock, stockpile, store, sum, thousand, ton, total*, trillion, volume, whole,a lot*, abundance, 
agglomeration, aggregation, amassment, assemblage, bank, batch, bulk, bunch, bundle, cargo, clump, cluster, collection, concentration, congeries, deposit, fullness, 
gathering, gobs, great deal, harvest, haul, hill, hoard, jillion, jumble, load, lot, lots, lump, mass, million, mint, mound, mountain*, much, multiplicity, ocean, oodles*, plenty, 
pot, profusion, quantity, ream, scad, stack, stock, stockpile, store, sum, thousand, ton, total*, trillion, volume, whole,amass, deposit, heap, hill, hoard, invest, lay aside, lay 
away, mass, mound, pile, put by, salt away, save, speculate, squirrel, stash,a lot*, abundance, agglomeration, aggregation, amassment, assemblage, bank, batch, bulk, bunch, 
bundle, cargo, clump, cluster, collection, concentration, congeries, deposit, fullness, gathering, gobs, great deal, harvest, haul, hill, hoard, jillion, jumble, load, lot, lots, lump, 
mass, million, mint, mound, mountain*, much, multiplicity, ocean, oodles*, plenty, pot, profusion, quantity, ream, scad, stack, stock, stockpile, store, total*, volume, whole. 
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Excerpt from Creature; 

 

I never saw a more interesting creature: must have been a noble creature in his better days, how can 

I see so noble a creature destroyed by misery without feeling the most poignant grief? we are 

unfashioned creatures, the most noble of human creatures, the innocent and helpless creature a 

creature and I shunned my fellow creatures I saw the dull yellow eye of the creature that the creature 

Justine was the most grateful little creature in the world: Study had before secluded me from the 

intercourse of my fellow-creatures, I became the same happy creature could arrest a creature but 

when I see a fellow creature during all that period she appeared to me the most amiable and 

benevolent of human creatures. Was a creature she was no longer that happy creature and if she 

could have committed the crime for which she suffered, assuredly she would have been the most 

depraved of human creatures. I could not consent to the death of any human being, but certainly I 

should have thought such a creature, thy creature, I am thy creature, Remember that I am thy 

creature; 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Dissection of rat 

 

Hit snare tears skin to rim; 

Rip of lined paper; 

Broken lock of breached briefcase; 

Winded punch of bugle call; 

Scimitarian whistle;  

Forcible breach of fire engine hull;  

Glacial cut of drowning ship; 

Ruptured hide of Hindenburg. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Revisions (heroic couplet) 
Chaucer isits on a plaid chesterfield in a Super 8ii  

hunched over a coffee table,  a cameliii fills the ash tray. 

The Wu-tang ivplays soft on the boom-boxv, his favourite mix tapevi, 

O.D.B.vii  showed up in the talesviii five hundred years late. 

 

                                                           
i Geoffrey Chaucer (c. 1343 – 25 October 1400) was an English author, poet, philosopher, bureaucrat, courtier and 
diplomat. Although he wrote many works, he is best remembered for his unfinished frame narrative The Canterbury Tales. 
Sometimes called the father of English literature, Chaucer is credited by some scholars as the first author to demonstrate 
the artistic legitimacy of the vernacular English language, rather than French or Latin. 
 
ii Super 8 Motels Inc. is the world's largest budget hotel chain, with motels in the United States and Canada, and a few 
outside of North America (China). The company is a subsidiary of Wyndham Worldwide, formerly a part of Cendant.[1] 
 
iii Camel is a brand of cigarettes that was introduced by American company R.J. Reynolds Tobacco in the summer of 1913. 
Most current Camel cigarettes contain a blend of Turkish and Virginia tobacco. Early in 2008 the blend was changed as 
was the package design. 
 
iv The Wu-Tang Clan is a New York City–based hip hop group. Wu-Tang Clan consists of nine American rappers: RZA, 
GZA Raekwon, U-God, Ghostface Killah, Inspectah Deck, Method Man, Masta Killa, and the late Ol' Dirty Bastard. 
Among its members are multi-platinum selling solo artists, multi-platinum record producers, Grammy winners, TV and 
film stars, screenwriters, product spokespersons, business owners and, most recently, major motion picture composers.[1] 
 
v A boombox, also known as ghetto blaster, jambox, or radio-cassette, is a name given to portable stereo systems 
capable of playing radio stations and recorded music (usually cassettes and/or, since the early 1990s, CDs), at relatively 
high volume. Designed for portability, most boomboxes can be powered by batteries, as well as by line current. 

vi  mixtape or mixed tape is a compilation of songs recorded in a specific order, traditionally onto a compact audio 
cassette.A mixtape, which usually reflects the musical tastes of its compiler, can range from a casually selected list of 
favorite songs, to a conceptual mix of songs linked by a theme or mood, to a highly personal statement tailored to the 
tape's intended recipient. Essayist Geoffrey O'Brien has called the personal mixtape "the most widely practiced 
American art form",[1] and many mixtape enthusiasts believe that by carefully selecting and ordering the tracks in a mix, 
an artistic statement can be created that is greater than the sum of its individual songs, much as an album of pop music in 
the post-Beatles era can be considered as something more than a collection of singles 

vii Russell Tyrone Jones (November 15, 1968 – November 13, 2004) was an American rapper who went by the stage 
name Ol' Dirty Bastard (often shortened to ODB). He was one of the founding members of the hip hop group Wu-Tang 
Clan. Ol' Dirty Bastard simultaneously brought a measure of humor and a touch of the absurd to the Wu-Tang Clan. Often 
noted for his unusual microphone technique (critic Steve Huey writes of Jones' "outrageously profane, free-associative 
rhymes" delivered "in a distinctive half-rapped, half-sung style"[1]), Jones' stage name came from a 1980 kung fu film 
entitled Ol' Dirty & The Bastard, the relevance of which was articulated by Method Man's assertion that there was "no 
father" to Jones' style.[2] 

viii The Canterbury Tales is a collection of stories written by Geoffrey Chaucer in the 14th century (two of them in prose, 
the rest in verse). The tales, some of which are originals and others not, are contained inside a frame tale and told by a 
collection of pilgrims on a pilgrimage from London Borough of Southwark to visit the shrine of Saint Thomas Becket at 
Canterbury Cathedral.[1] The Canterbury Tales are written in Middle English. The tales are considered to be his magnum 
opus, influenced by the structure of The Decameron, which Chaucer is said to have read on an earlier visit to Italy, but 
Chaucer peopled his tales with 'sondry folk' rather than Boccaccio's fleeing nobles. 
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